Project Code
Highlight Feature
•	Full transparency of all costs related
to print, scan, copy and fax.

•	Easy cost allocation per client or project.
•	Intuitive usage, which eliminates
labourious administrative task.

Your challenge

When dealing with multiple clients or projects at the same time
it is difficult keeping track of which costs are related to which
client or project. Usually it takes painstaking manual tracking
and allocating to get the full overview.

Our solution

Toshiba’s easy-to-use Project Code feature keeps track of all
your prints, scans, copies and faxes and allocates the related
costs accordingly. Up to 100 projects or clients can be
monitored by the Toshiba e-BRIDGE Next MFP, which saves
you valuable time.
The same code can be used in different departments and on
different MFPs. So no matter who prints, scans or copies
something within the company, costs will be allocated to the
correct project or client.

PROJECT CODE

Your benefits

Where to use

Simply enter the pre-defined project code in the printer driver
or on the control panel before releasing your job. The MFP will
keep track of the costs and help you allocate them to the
correct project or client. Project codes managed as logs in the
MFP can be aggregated even if several users use the same
code in several MFPs. You are able to have full cost
transparency, allowing you to issue accurate invoices or
calculate the ROI of a project.

•• Law firms
–– Allocate costs per client
•• Advertising agencies
–– Allocate costs per project
•• Retail stores
–– Calculate ROI of promotion (e.g. costs of printing flyers)

By using the Project Code feature you can easily allocate the
costs of your print, scan, copy or fax to up to 100 different
projects or clients per MFP.

Of course, you can also track internal costs by department or
private usage via the user authentication.

Any company which deals with multiple customers or projects
at the same time, needs to be able to track the exact costs
related to each of these clients or projects.

The project code feature helps you get a clear overview of
costs - either per client, for accurate invoicing or per project, to
calculate the return on investment.

Now it is easy to allocate
the costs correctly!
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For more information and a complete list of MFPs with this feature please contact us:
Toshiba Tec Germany Imaging Systems GmbH
Carl-Schurz-Str. 7
41460 Neuss
Germany
Telephone
+49 2131-1245-0
Website
www.toshibatec.eu
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